This Time of Year

By Anna Von Reitz

After Thanksgiving. Before Christmas. The world is in a rush, some of it happy, some of it grim. At no other time of the year does the chasm between the haves and the have-nots become more glaringly apparent or the pain of it so sharp.

This is as true for the members of The Living Law Firm as it is for everyone else.

We now have almost 200 former judges, former Bar Attorneys, paralegals, financial auditors, volunteer CPAs, court administrators, and historical researchers working full time to save America --- and it is because of their work that we have been able to develop the knowledge base we have been able to share with all of you.

It's because of them that we know the Civil War was an illegal commercial mercenary action. It's because of them that we were able to track down the Lieber Code and its modern-day versions enshrined in The Hague Conventions. It's because of them that we have the complete details of the 1863 US bankruptcy, the 1907 bankruptcy of The United States of America, Inc., the 1933 bankruptcy of the United States of America, Inc., and the current bankruptcies, too.

These experts have proven that the Territorial United States has been run under Martial Law for 150 years, that the US Army is the one responsible for supervising the Bar Associations (and failing to do so) and so much more that is absolutely crucial if we are to understand the world we are living in and the constant cognitive dissonance between Yankee Doodle and the Land of the Free and the ugly fascist surveillance state and threats from people on our payroll.

It's also because of these legal eagles and historical researchers that we have been able to develop such a clear understanding of the fraud process that has been used to disinherit us, the meaning of the BIRTH CERTIFICATES and all the issues of genocide, enslavement, and institutionalized crime that are the festering results of the so-called American Civil War.

Thanks to these unsung and largely unknown heroes, you now know how to document and reclaim your names and estates--- and ultimately, regain control of the courts and the agencies and the banks.

It's thanks to these volunteers and many, many more working thousands of unpaid hours that you now have a realistic and reliable ---and if I may say so, finally, a simple path forward and the means to claim the protections owed to you.

You can begin to breathe again. You no longer have to live in fear of federal tax collectors and attorneys coming after you with charges based on foreign statutory laws. The worst of it has been exposed. It is only a matter of time before it is undone entirely. Good-bye to fraudulent mortgages and loan practices. Farewell to bogus "titles" being held against your name and assets.

Most of the members of The Living Law Firm are older folk like me, who, one way or another have enough to live on; but, we also have young men and women with families still at home to support,
and a few folks who have just plain suffered misfortune this past year--- medical problems, accidents and injuries, floods, exploding water heaters, and all the other assortment of "nasty things that can happen to all of us".

I know that everyone is struggling to a greater or lesser extent, but if you can, please help those who have struggled so long and so hard to help you----and who have shared the results of their labor and research for free.

We have a basement to back-fill in Portland and a sump pump to install. We have need of a large capacity home heating stove in the same area. And fuel for it to buy. We have a family of four living in a mobile home outside of Jackson Hole and tonight they are huddled together around a kerosene space heater without electricity or water. Emergency efforts are underway. There is a retirement-age couple in the Midwest living in a cheap, rented hotel room, dependent on us and an $800 a month pension until better things happen for them.

On top of everything else that I have to face and do, I have to try to help and take care of the people and families who make up The Living Law Firm. I have to try to meet these needs and implore your help to do it, too, because of what these people have already done.

Many of the people who have made the most important discoveries are not well-off. They aren't retired. Many of the members of The Living Law Firm struggle to pay the rent, the phone bill, the fuel bill, the college loan bill---- all of it. They are living as average people making extraordinary efforts and contributions to us all.

While others have created secret society groups and charged thousands of dollars to share what they have learned, and still more have run scams and charged for cures that don't work and which get people into trouble---- The Living Law Firm has plodded forward and simply shared the fruits of all their labor for free with everyone and they have continued to advance toward their goal of delivering systemic, permanent relief to everyone.

Think about how far we have come in a year, and where we now stand.

Last year, we weren't fully aware of all the implications of what went on in the Civil War. Last year, we didn't know the full extent of culpability and responsibility that the American military bears in all of this. Last year, we didn't have a clear, proven, simple paper process to reclaim your name and estate. And day by day, more pieces of the puzzle are brought forward and clicked in place..... by people who have to struggle to keep the lights on, buy Christmas dinner, and feed their dog.

So, we just ask among all the other needs and appeals that come at this time of year--- remember our guys out here in the field. I continue to act as Paymaster for everyone. My Paypal is avannavon@gmail.com and my snail mail is: Anna Maria Riezinger, c/o Post Office Box 520994, Big Lake, Alaska 99652. And if there is anyone in Portland who has the equipment and who knows how to backfill a basement......

May all those who read this be blessed, may our long labor of love come to fruition as peace and freedom and plenty for everyone, may all the wonders of creation be alive in our hearts and may the peace of the True and Righteous Lord be with us.

Love you all!

Grandma
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